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Post Filing Regulatory Settlement - Vermont

1. Process Issues:

1 1.The Department of Public Service (“DPS”) will use reasonably practicable efforts to request that
the Public Service Board (the “Board”) approve this settlement with FairPoint Communications,
Inc. and its subsidiary, Telephone Operating Company of Vermont ~LC (collectively, “FairPoint”),
as discussed more fully below (the “Regulatory Settlement”). FairPoint and DPS (together, “the
Parties”) agree that the Regulatory Settlement will be implemented either through (I)
FairPoint’s Chapter 11 Reorganization Plan or (ii) a Bankruptcy Court approved settlement
which is approved by ~nd as part of the Reorganization Plan confirmation process and pursuant
to the order confirming such plan ((I) or (II) being referred to as the “Plan”), which will be filed
by February 8, 2010, or such later date as may be necessary in FairPoint’s good faith judgment,
with the United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York (the “Bankruptcy
Court”). Subject to Section 1.2, the Parties agree further that the obligations set forth in this
Regulatory Settlement shall be the only obligations sought by the Parties with respect to one
another with respect to any change of control proceeding and that such obligations shall be
binding on the Parties only once the terms of this Regulatory Settlement are approved by the
Board and upon the Effective date of the Plan.

1.2.AlI regulatory approvals by the Board that will be requested in connection with the
Reorganization Plan will be granted, if at all, by the Board contemporaneously with (or in

advance of) the Bankruptcy Court’s Confirmation of the Reorganization Plan or such later date

as may be agreed to by the Parties. Such approvals, if granted, shall incorporate the terms of

this Regulatory Settlement and will not include additional substantive new conditions (subject

to the last two sentences of this Section 1.2). The requested approval will include, If applIcable,
approval for the change of control contemplated by the Plan and which will occur upon the

Effective Date of the Plan. In connection with such approvals, FairPoint agrees to file testimony

with the Board as to its service quality remediation efforts. The Parties reserve the right to
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address before the Board matters relating to FairPoint’s testimony regarding service quality

remediation, including whether plans for further remediation are appropriate.

1.3. In furtherance of Board approval of this Regulatory Settlement, the Parties will file a proposed
procedural schedule for Board approval. This procedural schedule shall propose that any

transfer of control proceeding be concluded and be ripe for a Board decision no later than 90
days from the date an application seeking approval of such transfer of control is filed.

1.4.The terms of this Regulatory Settlement shall be voidable if the Board has not Issued a final
order approving, if applicable, the change of control within 120 calendar days from the date an

application to change control is filed unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties. The Parties
shall use reasonably practicable efforts to cooperate in the approval proceeding before the
Board, including in the preparation and timely filing of all required documents, exhibits,
testimony and other supporting evidence, in the event any materiai supplement or
amendment to the Plan (an “Amendment”) is filed with the Bankruptcy Court, then such
Amendment shall be simultaneously filed within one (1) business day thereafter electronically

with the Board, with the necessary paper copies to be filed with the Board within two (2)
business days thereafter.

1.5. Either of the Parties may withdraw from any proceeding seeking Board approval of this
Regulatory Settlement or change of control without prejudice if Board approval has not been

obtaIned within the time frame provided for in Section 1.4. The Parties expressly agree that (i)
FairPoint’s commencing or participating in any proceeding before the Board will not be used in

any way as an argument against FairPoint in any subsequent proceeding before the Bankruptcy
Court in which FairPoint would seek a ruling from the Bankruptcy Court that any such Board
approval or Board proceeding is pre-empted by the Bankruptcy Code, and that (ii) DPS

participation in any proceeding before the Bankruptcy Court, including seeking approval of this

Regulatory Settlement or approval of the Plan, will not be used in any way as an argument

against BPS or the State of Vermont in any subsequent proceeding before the Bankruptcy Court

or that DPS submitted to the Bankruptcy Court’s jurisdiction and that any action by BPS, the

Board or the State of Vermont is pre-empted by the Bankruptcy Code. In the event of a

withdrawal by FairPoint or the BPS from this Regulatory Settlement or any Board proceeding

seeking approval of this Regulatory Settlement, the BPS reserves its right to oppose tile relief

sought by FairPoint in any such Bankruptcy Court proceeding and FairPoint reserves the right to
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oppose the Board’s jurisdiction with respect to approval of this Regulatory Settlement or a

change in control.

1.6. Because the settlement with PairPoint will be implemented through the Plan of Reorganization
and the Board’s change of control order, the Parties will recommend that all pending dockets

related to FairPoint be continued until either (I) a party exercises its right to withdraw from the
Regulatory Settlement or change in control proceeding in accordance with Section 1.5 prior to
Board approval, or (ii) the Effective Date of the Plan; provided however that all post-petition
payments due under the PAP shall be brought up to date, and going forward, made on a timely
basis.

2. Issues Related to Vermont Merger Conditions. FairPoint will meet the broadband build out
requirements, the capital investment requirements, and the SQRP service quality program
requirements of the 2008 Merger Order and/or the 2008 Settlement Agreement (as each term is
defined in footnote 11), with the following modifications as set forth below:

2.1. SQRP penalties for the 2008 and 2009 year will be deferred until December 31, 2010. if
PairPoint meets the service objectives for each performance area included in Attachment 1,
averaged over 12 calendar months ending on December 31, 2010, then SORP penalties for the
2008 and 2009 years will be waived. If FairPoint fails to meet the baseline for the performance
areas included in Attachment 1 hereto, the 2008 and 2009 SQRP penalties will be affected as
follows: for each performance area for which FairPoint achieves the service objective averaged
over 12 calendar months ending on December 31, 2010, the 2008 and 2009 penalties will be
reduced by 10%. FairPoint shall adhere to all SQRP performance areas during the 2010 year

and shall pay any SQRP penalties which may become due and payable related to FairPoint’s

failure to meet performance areas during 2010.

2.2. The DPS will request that the Board allow it to withdraw its petition and recommend to the
Board that the revocation or modification of the CPG in Vermont, Docket 7540, be withdrawn

and closed; provided, however, that Reorganized FairPoint shall comply with the terms of this

1~~2008 Merger Order” means and refers to the February 15, 2008 ORDER RE: MODIFIED PROPOSAL IN Docket

number 7270. “2008 Settlement Agreement” means and refers to that certain Stipuistion Among FairPoint,
Verizon New England Inc. and the DPS, dated January 8, 2008.
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Regulatory Settlement and shall otherwise comply with all applicable Vermont state laws and
regulations

2.3. The broadband milestone penalties contained in the 2008 Merger Order, if any, will not be

enforced prior to June 30, 2011, provided that (a) FairPoint files with the Board, UPS and/or any

other appropriate regulatory body: (I) a broadband permitting and construction plan by May 1,
2010; and (ii) all necessary permit applications prior to October 1, 2010; and (b) undertakes all

commercially practicable efforts to implement the plan. The broadband permitting and
construction plan shall at a minimum identify tower sites and set a schedule for permitting and

construction. The broadband permitting and construction plan shall also identify planned
broadband service areas not dependent on tower construction. FairPoint shall share search

ring and structure requirements upon request with tower owners and developers and solicit
bona fide offers to provide suitable tower collocations or development on commercially
reasonable terms within the tirneframe required to meet its requirements under this
Regulatory Settlement. For every 30-day delay, or portion thereof, in the issuance of tower
permits timely filed by October 1, 2010, with a complete application and pursued with
commercially reasonable efforts by FairPoint or a tower developer under contract with
FairPolnt, but not issued prior to January 1, 2011, FairPoint will be allowed a 30-day delay in

build out of that site.

2.4. For those exchanges in which FairPoint had committed to make broadband available to 100%
of the access lines pursuant to the 2008 Merger Order, FairPoint will build out to 95% of those

lines within the timeframe indicated in Section 2.3 above; and, with respect to the remaining

5% of lines within those exchanges, FairPoint will deploy broadband to any requesting
customer using an extended service interval of 90 days from the date of receipt of an order

from that customer, provided such order is made no sooner than June 30, 2011. Should
FairPoint fail to meet the 90 day extended service interval for any such customer, FairPoint

shall waive one month of service charges for each 30 days (or fraction thereof) beyond the 90

day Interval. FairPoint agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to notify customers in

the affected exchanges not served by the 95% coverage requirement of such service

availability, including providing written notice by June 30, 2011, to those customers. Such

notice shall include information about how to request broadband service from FairPoinl and

explain the extended service interval. FairPoint shall file with the DPS by June 30, 2011, an
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electronic listing of Fairpoint customer addresses in Vermont which do not yet have FairPoint

broadband service available within a normal service interval.

2.5. FairPoint will request that a docket be opened by the Board to authorize FairPoint to invest

Federal High Cost Universal Service funds (estimated to be $7,000,000 in 2009) for three
consecutive years to upgrade local loop plant and infrastructure (including facilities between

central offices and remote terminals) through projects which may reasonably be expected to
improve network reliability and service quality. FairPoint may expend these funds in those
exchanges which have been identified for 100% broadband availability and, to the extent
permitted under the FCC rules, invest in network infrastructure which would also support
build-out of the remaining 5% broadband availability. FairPoint will review its request with the
DPS prior to filing it with the Board to seek input and support, which will not unreasonably be
withheld. Twelve months subsequent to Board approval of such a request made pursuant to
this section or June 30, 2011, whichever is later, the extended service interval described in
Section 2.4 above shall no longer be applicable and FairPoint shall provide broadband within a
normal service interval to any customer within the exchanges in which it has committed that it
will make broadband available to 100% of the access lines pursuant to the 2008 Merger Order.

2.6. FairPoint will have the option to resell terrestrial (non-satellite) based service providers’
broadband service offerings in order to fulfill FairPoint’s broadband build out and/or service
requirements as contained within the 2008 Merger Order2, provided that the services meet or
exceed all requirements of the 2008 Merger Order, as modified herein, and the resold services
are purchased through and serviced by FairPoint.

2.7, Nothing in this Regulatory Settlement shall prevent FairPoint from proposing to the DPS or the
Board modifications to the broadband build out commitment provided for herein that meet

the objectives of the 2008 Merger Order broadband commitments, as modified herein, while

reducing FairPoint’s expenditures. The DPS shall consider such proposals and nothing in this

Regulatory Settlement shall prevent the DPS from making any recommendation regarding

whether or not, in its sole but reasonable discretion, permitting such modificatIons promote

the general good of the State of Vermont.

2 See February 15, 2008 ORDER RE: MODIFIED PROPOSAL IN Docket Number 7270,
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2.8. If broadband milestone penalties are due and owing, then they shall be deposited into an

escrow account, with FairPoint and the DPS each receiving copies of the monthly statements

from the escrow agent, and shall be used to reimburse PairPoint for costs incurred by FairPoint
for additional network projects completed within 18 months of the date of the penalty. Such

additional network projects shall be subject to the approval of the DPS without regard to their

revenue-generating potential for FairPoint and shall consist of increases in broadband speeds,
the closure of additional gaps in broadband availability, or some combinatIon thereof.

3. The financial conditions set forth below from the 2008 Merger Order have been replaced by the
terms of this Regulatory Settlement, satisfied, or otherwise rendered moot due to the
deleveraging achieved through the Chapter 11 process:

3.1.Requirement to pay the higher of $45,000,000 annually, or 90% of annual Free Cash Flow toward
permanent reduction of the Term Loans.

3.2.Requirement for FairPoint to reduce debt by $150 miiiion by December 31, 2012, based on
Leverage Ratio.

3.3.Limitation on payment of dividends based on Leverage and interest Coverage Ratios.
3.4. Requirement to repay outstanding borrowings ahead of dividends based on Leverage and

interest Coverage Ratios.

4. Miscellaneous Matters

4.1, FairPoint agrees to continue its search for a Chief Information Officer with a goal of having a
Chief Information Officer in place by June 39, 2010.

4.2.The Plan shall provide for the appointment of a new Board of Directors for reorganized FairPoint

consisting of a supermajority of newly appointed independent directors. The Plan shall further

provide that the new Board of Directors will appoint a “regulatory sub-committee” (the
“Regulatory Sub-Committee”> which shall be charged with monitoring compliance with the

2008 Merger Order, as modified by this Regulatory Settlement, and all other regulatory matters

involving the States of Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine Either the Lead Director or the

Independent Chair of the Board of Directors, at the Company~s option, shall be available to

voluntariLy speak or meet with the DPS at a mutually convenient bme.
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4.3. Subject to Bankruptcy Court approval, during and solely in furtherance of the process of
negotiating the terms of this Regulatory Settlement and any proceedings to obtain approval

thereof, and no less frequently than monthly through and ending on the ninety-first (91st) day
after the Effective Date of the Plan, FairPolnt shall reimburse the DPS and the Board for all of

its actual reasonable post-petition out-of-pocket expenses and costs in connection with
FairPoint’s chapter 11 case, including without limitation, the reasonable fees and expenses of
all professionals, including legal and financial advisors retained by the DPS and the Board in
connection with the chapter 11 cases, plus any other direct costs reimbursable by FairPoint. In
addition, the DPS and Board’s pre-petition out-of-pocket costs, fees and expenses up to
$144,000.00, shall be deemed allowed under the terms of the Plan, and, as part of this
Regulatory Settlement, shall he paid in full on the Effective Date of the Plan.

4.4. At least one board member of the revised FairPoint board will reside in a northern New England
state. In addition, FairPoint will maintain a state president who shall provide a senior regulatory

presence in Vermont able to reasonably respond to various future FairPoint based dockets or
regulatory Issues relating to telecommunications.

4.5. FairPoint shall not agree to or accept any term in a proposed settlement with the Maine Public
Utilities Commission, the Maine Office of Public Advocate, the New Hampshire Consumer
Advocate or the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission pertaining to the Plan or, if
applicable, to any related approval for a change in control without offering the same term to
the DPS and/or Board in connection with the Regulatory Settlement, a change in control, or
the approval of either by the Board. FairPoint only shall be required to offer such term(s) to
the DPS or the Board in the event that such term(s) represent a material difference in the
benefits of this Regulatory Settlement, on one hand, and the regulatory settlement
effectuated in the jurisdiction of New Hampshire or Maine (as the case may be), on the other
hand, considering each such Regulatory Settlement in the aggregate.

4.6. Any management bonuses shall be based on a combination of EBITDAR (EBITDA plus
restructuring costs) and service metrics goals and the weighting for each of these categories

shall be computed and clearly stated for the incentive and bonus plans for each individual and

for the company in total.

47. For a period of two (2) years following the Effective Date of the Plan, FairPoint shall not pay

dividends during any period of time while FairPoint is in material breach of this Regulatory

Settlement, but such dividend restriction shall apply only for so long as FairPoint has not cured
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said material breach. For the avoidance of doubt and for example purposes only, in the event

FairPoin.t fails to achieve the material requirements of the SO.RP metrics or broadband

availability requirements as set forth in this Regulatory Settlement and FairPoint pays any

penalty related to such failure when due, FairPointshallbe deerhed to be in Eompliance with

this RegulatorySettlement.

4 8 The signatories agree to support this Regulatory Settlement and the application for a change in

control and not takeany action in any case or proceeding involving FairPhirft th~fw’oUld bre~h
or violate the terms set forth in this Regulatory Settlement for so long as this. Regulatory
Settlement is in force or until theregulatory.approvals set forth in Section. 1~2 Ore rëoeived.

4.9. It is a conditioh precedent to the Regu~atqry Settlement that the DES ≤h~iI receive and find
acceptable, in its sole but reasonable discretion, the business plan i.hClbdihg finbriciãl
information projections and planning assumptions demonstrating Reorganized FairPoint s
ability to meet its obligations under this Regulatory Settlement and its feasibility to operate as a
golog concern over the long term in a manner consistent with Vermont~The

DPS must exOrcise its rights under this section within60 days of the date of the final execution
of the Regulatory Settlement.

This Regulatory Settlement has been duly execUtedas of thit 5thday of February 2010.

FAIRPOiNT COMMUNICATIONS; INC. & Telephone
Operating Company of Vermont LLC

By:___________________________

Name: Peter 6. Nixon.

Title: President

Vermont Department of Public Service
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By:4_________

Name: David O’Brien

Title: Commissioner
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Attachment 1

1. Network Trouble Report Rate

2. % Residence Troubles Not Cleared in 24 Hours

3. % Business Troubles Not Cleared in 24 Hours

4. % Calls Not Answered in 20 Seconds, Residence
5. % Calls Not Answered in 20 Seconds, Business
6. Repair Centers — Busy Rate
7. Repair Centers - % Calls Not Answered in 20 Seconds
B. %lnstallation Appointments Not Met—Company Reasons
9. Installation Orders Held — Residence & Business — Miss Install Rate
10. Installation Orders Held — Residence & Business — Average Delay Days
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